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Abstract— The effective uses of a shaft are limited at its 

maximum operational junction frequency. The study was 

conducted by using the Finite element method. The shafts 

are used with flow of with rotation such as compresses, 

turbine and industrial applications. The major study was 

done on shaft by using different materials with different 

shaft profile of Solid and Hollow with two and Three 

Cracks. A natural frequency was analyzed and critical speed 

was predicted by using Campbell diagram and analysis was 

also performed for validation. In our analysis, ANSYS is 

used and the model is developed on CREO 5.0. In order to 

verify the present ANSYS model, the Natural frequency 

with their modes by using two types of materials are 

compared with the available experimental results present in 

the literature. And the design of shaft with solid and hollow 

with Two and three Cracks. In this study, the simulations of 

different profile shaft and two types of materials i.e. Gray 

cast iron, alloy 6061 and is analyzed for critical speed and 

natural frequency the configurations of shaft design are 

proposed. The results show that solid shaft and material like 

Gray cast iron of shaft decreases the critical speed with 

increase in a RPM simultaneously. The natural frequency of 

shaft is compared by using two types of materials and is 

predicted that at solid and hollow with two and three cracks 

of shaft profile a alloy 6061 gives better frequencies in 

different modes 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The subject rotor dynamics is called an idiosyncratic branch 

of applied mechanics which deals with the performance and 

detection of spinning structures. The predictions of the 

system dynamic aspect are meticulously essential in the 

design of rotating structures. Generally it analyses the 

behavior of rotating structures which ranges from fans, gear 

trains to turbines and aircraft jet engines. Rotating systems 

generally develop instabilities which are excited by 

unbalance and the internal makeup of the rotor system and 

must be corrected. This is the prime area of interest for the 

design engineers who model the rotating systems. In figure 

1.1 shows the basic diagram of rotor dynamics. 

 
Fig. 1.1: Basic Diagram of Rotor Dynamics 

II. BASIC PRINCIPLE 

To model the real dynamics of the gadget theoretically is a 

cumbersome undertaking. Based at the simplified fashions, 

the calculations are made to simulate numerous structural 

components. The dynamic machine of equations have 

exciting function, wherein the off-diagonal factors are 

stiffness, damping, and mass. These 3 factors can be known 

as as, move-coupled stiffness, cross-coupled damping, and 

cross-coupled mass. Although there may be a high-quality 

go-coupled stiffness, a deflection will originate a reaction 

pressure contrary to the direction of deflection, and 

additionally the reaction pressure may be within the path of 

fine whirl. When those forces are large compared to the 

direct damping and stiffness, the rotor will be risky. If a 

rotor is risky it typically needs a set off shutdown of the 

system to avoid breakdown. In discern 1.2 suggests the 

overall precept of a rotor established on two bearing with a 

single aircraft motion in Y-Z route 

III. VIBRATION 

Vibration is a mechanical phenomenon where by the 

oscillation occurs about an equilibrium point. The word 

comes from Latin vibrationem ("shaking, brandishing"). The 

oscillations may be periodic, such as the motion of a 

pendulum or random, such as the movement of a tire on a 

gravel road. Vibration can be desirable: as an example, the 

motion of a tuning fork, the reed in a woodwind tool or 

harmonica, a cellular phone, or the cone of a loudspeaker. In 

many instances, however, vibration is undesirable, losing 

energy and creating undesirable sound. For example, the 

vibrational motions of engines, electric motors, or any 

mechanical tool in operation are commonly undesirable. 

Such vibrations could be because of imbalances inside the 

rotating elements, choppy friction, or the meshing of 

equipment tooth. Careful designs normally reduce unwanted 

vibrations. The research of sound and vibration are closely 

related. Sound or stress waves, are generated via vibrating 

systems (e.G. Vocal cords); those strain waves can also 

result in the vibration of systems (e.G. Ear drum). Hence, 

tries to reduce noise are regularly associated with troubles of 

vibration. 

IV. CRITICAL SPEED 

In solid mechanics, in the field of rotor dynamics, the 

critical speed is the theoretical angular velocity that excites 

the natural frequency of a rotating object, such as a shaft, 

propeller, lead screw, or gear. As the velocity of rotation 

techniques the item's herbal frequency, the item starts to 

resonate, which dramatically increases device vibration. The 

resulting resonance occurs irrespective of orientation. When 
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the rotational velocity is same to the numerical price of the 

herbal vibration, then that speed is called critical speed. 

All rotating shafts, even within the absence of 

outside load, will deflect in the course of rotation. The 

unbalanced mass of the rotating item causes deflection so as 

to create resonant vibration at positive speeds, called the 

critical speeds. The significance of deflection depends upon 

the following:  

1) Stiffness of the shaft and its support 

2) Total mass of shaft and attached parts 

3) Unbalance of the mass with respect to the axis of 

rotation 

4) The amount of damping in the system 

In general, it is necessary to calculate the critical speed 

of a rotating shaft, such as a fan shaft, in order to avoid 

issues with noise and vibration 

V. CAMPBELL DIAGRAM 

A Campbell diagram plot represents a system's response 

spectrum as a function of its oscillation regime. It is named 

for Wilfred Campbell, who introduced the concept. 

In rotor dynamical systems, the eigen frequencies 

often depend on the rotation rates due to the induced 

gyroscopic effects or variable hydrodynamic conditions in 

fluid bearings. It might represent the following cases: 

Analytically computed values of eigen frequencies 

as a function of the shaft's rotation speed. This case is also 

called "whirl speed map".[4] Such chart can be used in 

turbine design as shown in the numerically calculated 

Campbell diagram example illustrated by the image: 

analysis shows that there are well-damped critical speed at 

lower speed range. Another critical speed at mode 4 is 

observed at 7810 rpm (130 Hz) in dangerous vicinity of 

nominal shaft speed, but it has 30% damping - enough to 

safely ignore it. 

 
Fig. 1.3: Analytical Campbell Diagram for a Simple Rotor 

Experimentally measured vibration response 

spectrum as a function of the shaft's rotation speed 

(waterfall plot), the peak locations for each slice usually 

corresponding to the eigen frequencies. 

VI. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Hamid Khorrami(2017) - a rotor disc-bearing system with 

one and two cracks are analytically investigated using a 

modified harmonic balance method. The ana- lytical model 

is formulated considering rigid-short bearing supports to 

study the effects of cracks’ characteristics such as depth, 

location and relative angular position on selected vibrational 

properties, namely, critical speeds, harmonic and super-

harmonic components of the unbalance lateral response and 

the shaft center orbit. Each crack is initially de- scribed by a 

breathing function proposed by Mayes and Davies, which is 

subsequently modified as a softly-clipped cosine function to 

accurately describe saturation in breath- ing phenomenon 

Dumitru et al. (2009) - The research have been 

done in this paper is that of building up a gadget approach of 

the Campbell define of rotors. These papers have an effect 

on bowing in the field of mono-rotors, proportionate to in 

compressors and mills. The presentation is contemplations 

the paintings of the Campbell define and highlights some 

precise times of its usage. 

Elsevier Huichun peng et al.  - proposed that the 

damping consequences with the difference of stationary 

damping and the anisotropic rotating damping on the 

dynamic balance of the rotating rotor with an open crack at 

the floor of the shaft is studied. The motion equations of the 

cracked rotor machine are formed via Lagranges main. 

Different from previous research, the anisotropic gadget 

with the multi periodical numerous coefficients is simplified 

by the transferring body method such that the stableness 

evaluation based on the basis locus technique can be carried 

out 

R. Tamrakar et al. - ] proposed that the, vibrational 

reaction of a cracked rotor in static and rotating condition 

via Campbell diagram. An open crack in the rotor changes 

its stiffness. The impact of that is visible at the herbal 

frequency of the machine. The herbal frequency of the 

cracked rotor increases in contrast to un-cracked rotor. 

Experimental and simulation paintings is accomplished in 

the static circumstance to study the herbal frequency of the 

rotor. Campbell diagram is generated through Simulation in 

ANSYS to observe the crucial pace version at the start (I) 

and 2d (II) Engine order (EO) line for cracked and un-

cracked rotor 

Zhiwei Huang et al. - supplied that the Rub-effect 

and fatigue crack are two vital rotor faults. Based at the 

crack theory, an advanced switching crack version is 

provided. Dynamic traits of a rotor-bearing system with 

imbalance, rub-effect and transverse crack are attempted. 

Various nonlinear dynamic phenomena are analyzed the 

usage of numerical method. The results display that volatile 

shape of the rotor system with coupling faults is extremely 

complex as the rotating pace will increase and there are a 

few low frequencies with big amplitude. 

Anuj Kumar Jain et al - In this proposed article, the 

dynamic behavior and diagnostic of cracked rotor were 

received momentum. In literature, several research are 

available for cracked rotor structures, however only a few 

authors have addressed the problem of multi-cracked rotor 

gadget.  
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M. Serier et al :- proposed that the layout of test 

technique is used to research and explain the outcomes of 

the rotor parameters on crack respiration and propagation 

inside the shaft. Three factors are taken into consideration 

that have an influence on the behaviour and the propagation 

of the crack: the rotational velocity, the length of the rotor 

and the diameter of the shaft. 

Raghava M. Et al. - proposed the overall rotating 

machines have huge programs in structures, flora, vehicles, 

and industries. Every rotating machine makes use of shaft as 

power remodeling unit. It could be very dangerous to 

operate the system with the presence of crack within the 

shaft. The boom of the crack is dangerous to perform and 

may lead to catastrophic failure. It is to be detected at in 

advance tiers. In this paper relation among vibration 

amplitude and on the crack intensity changed into evolved, 

this helps in decide the depth of the crack with the aid of 

measuring the vibration amplitudes. 

Guangming Dong et al. - proposed that the A finite 

detail version is used for flexural vibration evaluation of a 

static (non-rotating) rotor with open cracks; the stiffness 

matrices of the cracked elements are obtained using switch 

matrix evaluation and neighborhood flexibility theorem. 

Through numerical simulation, the effects of the slenderness 

ratio and the crack depth on the mode shapes and the 

changes in the eigen frequencies of the cracked rotor are 

investigated; the variations of the modifications in eigen 

frequencies with crack place are studied; and the ratios of 

the modifications in the first two eigen frequencies are 

discussed for rotors with  cracks 

VII. NATURAL FREQUENCY 

Natural frequency is the frequency at which a system tends 

to oscillate in the absence of any driving or damping force. 

Free vibrations of an elastic body are called natural 

vibrations and occur at a frequency called the natural 

frequency. Natural vibrations are different from forced 

vibrations which happen at frequency of applied force 

(forced frequency). If forced frequency is equal to the 

natural frequency, the amplitude of vibration increases many 

fold. This phenomenon is known as resonance 
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